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� Molecular Pathology involves any application of molecular 

techniques  to identify pathological cause of disease:

� Studies of the inheritance of disease in families.

� Mapping of disease genes to specific locations on 

chromosomes

� Identification of Pathogens

� Selection of Targeted therapy based on gene expression

� Genome /Transcriptome Analysis

� Pharmacogenomics





Transcriptome: 2% Genome (64Mb)



� Tissue (Fresh/FFPE)

� Blood (EDTA or Heparin)

� Body Fluid (Urine, CSF, Sputum, 

secretion)



� Isolation

� Quantitation

� Amplification (quantification)

� Separation

� Detection

� Interpretation
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� Total RNA

� TRIZOL

� mRNA

� Column



� Spectrophotometric

� Fluorimetric (Ribogreen/Evagreen)

NanoDrop: Thermo Scientific

Bioanalyzer: Agilent Technologies

Experion: Bio-Rad Laboratories

QIAxcel: Qiagen

Qubit: Invitrogen



� DNA

� 1 OD(A260) is 50µg DNA/ml
� Total [DNA]= OD(A260)x DFx [(50µg 

DNA/ml)/1OD(A260)]

� Yield = DNA conc µg/ml x total vol in ml
� RNA

� 1 OD(A260) is 40µg RNA/ml
� Total [RNA]= OD(A260)x DFx [(40µg RNA/ml)/1OD(A260)]

� Yield = RNA conc µg/ml x total vol in ml



� The purified DNA can be stored at -20°C or -70°C 
under slightly basic conditions (e.g., Tris- Cl, pH 
8.0) as acidic conditions result in hydrolysis of 
DNA. 

� Diluted solutions of nucleic acids can be stored 
in aliquots and thawed once only. 

� Purified RNA can be stored at -20°C or -80°C in 
RNase-free solution 
� 1 mM sodium citrate, pH 6.4 ± 0.2 (Recommended)

� 0.1 mM EDTA

� TE Buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.0)









Why isn´t this good enough?



* Low sensitivity; * Low resolution; * Non-automated; * Size-based 
discrimination only * Poor precision * Short dynamic range(<2log)

* Results are not expressed as numbers

� based on personal evaluation

• Ethidium bromide staining is not very quantitative







Two types of Real-Time PCR detection 
chemistries

1. Specific Sequence Detection- Distinguishes 
between a specific sequence of interest and 
non-specific products. Can be used to detect 
different alleles. (Probe based)

2. Non-Specific Detection- Detects any dsDNA
produced during the reaction. (Sybr Green)



� Precise quantitation of DNA or RNA in 

samples

� Estimation of gene copy number

� Gene expression studies by quantification of 

messenger RNA





� Hydrolysis Probes (TaqMan)

� Hybridization Probe (Molecular Beacon)

� Interchaleting Dyes (SyBr)



� FRET dynamic quenching

� NonFRET static quenching
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When in close contact with the reporter, 
the quencher absorbs its emission.  





















Real-Time PCR 

Thresholds and Where 

to Place Them









Threshold set too high

Threshold set too low

Threshold set too high



� Size does matter (50-150bp amplicon)

� Use correct sequence for designing primer

� PRIMER EXPRESS

� No known polymorphic site within 

amplicon/probe binding site

� Don’t use sequences containing

� LINE/SINE/Transposons/Microsatellite

� Primers/Probe need to be validated





Relative Expression with Cont



Relative quantification



Good Comparative Ct example

(for gene expression) 

Endogenous control

Gene of interest

• Small variation in endogenous control Ct values

• Shape of curve, including linear phase (log view)



Bad Comparative Ct example

1

1 2 2

3

1) Too much variation in endogenous control Ct values

2) Sigmoidal curves. Check baseline levels

3) No amplification



� TaqMan: different dyes for each target (FAM, TET, 
VIC and JOE)

Wavelength (nm)
500nm 660nm



Slope=-3.3; 100% Efficiency

�E=[10(-1/-3.3) -1]x100

�E=[10(0.33) -1] x 100

�E=[2-1]x100=100%

Slope=-3.37; 98% Efficiency

�E=[10(-1/-3.37) -1]x100

�E=[10(0.296) -1] x 100

�E=[1.98-1]x100=98%



� Used by ABI

� Correct for pipetting inaccuracies

� Does not participate in PCR

� Provides an internal fluorescent reporter to 

which the reporter fluorescent can be 

normalized



� Passive fluorescent dye: fluorescence 

intensity does not change with amplification

� Normalize well to well variation

� Uneven illumination

� Slight variation in optics

� Difference in the amount 

of condensation



� Rn (normalized reporter signal)= reporter signal/ROX passive reference 

signal

� This corrects for pipetting error only, not background.

� ΔRn is used to correct for background.
� ΔRn= Rn – Bn
� Bn (normalized baseline)= baseline signal/ROX passive reference
� ΔRn= (reporter signal/ROX passive reference signal)- (baseline 

signal/ROX passive reference signal
� Thus the ROX passive reference signal influences both the Rn and 

Bn 



� use of an abundant and quantifiable 
control template(PCR amplicon, DNA 
segment, cDNA) or universal reference 
RNA

� optimization of primer concentration (F & 
R) & Probe concentration

� Conc of MgCl2: 5mM(TaqMan); 
3.5mM(Molecular Becon); 1.5-
2.5(Scorpion, SYBR Green)

� primer concentrations ranging  from 50–
300 nM (Sybr Green) and 50-900(Probe 
based) should be tested for lowest Ct and 
highest dR(without normalizer) or 
dRn(with ROX as normalizer)

� Melt curve analysis (Sybr Green): primer 
dimer or mispriming



� Forward primer 
concentrations (in nM) 
include: 100, yellow;  
300,purple; 600, blue. 

� All probe concentrations 
generate the same Ct value. 
However, the dRn Last values 
are decreased with 100 nM
200 nM and 300 nM of probe. 
Based on these data 200 nM
of probe would be optimal.



� Ten fold, 5 point, triplicate
� PCR Reaction Efficiency

� Slope:-3.32( –3.1 and –3.6)

� Efficiency = [10(–1/slope)]–1

� precision of pipetting, the 
reproducibility, and the overall 
sensitivity of an assay

� R squared (Rsq): 1 (>0.985 is 
acceptable)



1. Look at the raw fluorescence 

values. Fluorescence intensities 

should fall between 3,000–

45,000.

2. Look at the dissociation curves 

(if SYBR Green was used).

3. Check the baseline settings.

4. Check the threshold.



� PCR
� Pathogen sp detection(Malaria, dengue, 

chikungunya, MDRTB, etc..)

� Mutation detection

� RFLP

� HLA typing

� qRTPCR
� Relative gene expression

� Viral load (Absolute copy number)

� Multiplexing 



� Pre-analytical

� Analytical

� Post-analytical



� qPCR be used for quantitative real-time PCR and 
that RT-qPCR be used for reverse transcription–
qPCR

� Genes used for normalization should be referred 
to as reference genes, not as housekeeping 
genes

� TaqMan probes should be referred to as 
hydrolysis probes

� FRET probe should be referred to as dual 
hybridization probes

� quantification, not quantitation
� use of quantification cycle (Cq) instead of Ct



� Analytical sensitivity refers to the minimum number 
of copies in a sample that can be measured accurately 
with an assay

� limit of detection (LOD), which is the concentration 
that can be detected with reasonable certainty (95% 
probability) with a given analytical procedure (1 copy 
in the PCR)

� Analytical specificity refers to the qPCR assay 
detecting the appropriate target sequence rather than 
other, nonspecific targets also present in a sample.

� Diagnostic specificity is the percentage of individuals 
without a given condition whom the assay identifies 
as negative for that condition.



� Accuracy refers to the difference between 
experimentally measured and actual concentrations, 
presented as fold changes or copy number estimates.

� Repeatability (short-term precision or intraassay
variance) refers to the precision and robustness of the 
assay with the same samples repeatedly analyzed in 
the same assay.(SD of Cq)

� Reproducibility (long-term precision or interassay
variance) refers to the variation in results between 
runs or between different laboratories and is typically 
expressed as the SD or CV of copy numbers or 
concentrations.



Agilent : Aria-Mx

Applied Biosystem : ABI-7500Fast

Bio-Rad : CFX96

Cepheid : GeneExpert

Roche : Light Cycler

Qiagen : RotorGene Q



� Sanger sequencing (Mutation)

� NGS sequencing (Clin Exome, Panel)

� Microarray (arrayCGH, Expression)

� Digital droplet PCR (Absolute copy)

� MALDI-TOF (Protein markers)




